
 
 

 

2019 MEETINGS AND EVENTS 

4
th

 Aug  Club Night    19
th

 Oct Annual Awards Dinner 

22
nd

 Aug  EXTRA – Joshua Jay Lecture 3
rd

 Nov Props Auction 

1
st
 Sep  Close Up Competition  1

st
 Dec  Xmas Fun Night 

6
th

 Oct  Lecture – Paul Voodini   

  

  

    

2019 CLUB SHOWS 

3
rd

 Aug   Dixon Shows Promotion Day – Royals Shopping Centre 

W/C 26
th

 Aug  As If By Magic 2019, Dixon Studio 

 

 

 

 

CONTACTS 

President - Adrian Fox     Vice President – Oliver Ward  

01702 297983 / 07711 982890    07538 178182 

adrian@adrianfoxmagic.co.uk    oliverwardmagic@icloud.com 

 

 

Treasurer – Tracy Wise     Secretary, Membership & Librarian – Ryan Young  

01702 597002       07854 634592 

tracywise@hotmail.co.uk      ryangyoung@hotmail.co.uk 

 

 

Club Shows Secretary – Richard Graham 

07951 441333  

richard@richardgraham-magic.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW OVERDUE! 

Please get your renewal Subscription for 2019/20 to Tracy.  
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LAST MEETING – 7
th

 JULY – OLIVER TABOR LECTURE 

Our July meeting was another in our lecture series – this time from one of our own members, 

Oliver Tabor. The well attended meeting was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone there, and there 

were plenty of nuggets of performance wisdom to be gained from Oliver‟s years of experience as 

both a stage and close up performer. 

 

Starting with a demonstration of some of his established stage acts, 

Oliver include the production of a tie from a white balloon; bubble 

manipulation where a glass of bubble solution is magically 

produced and used to create soap bubbles that were turned into 

glass; and an „assistant on stage‟ routine where the assistant 

(Barbara) was helped to vanish a white silk that ended up tied 

between two black silks. Using the silks to then produce a live 

dove in Barbara‟s hands was the climax to a wonderful set of 

skilfully created and performed magic. 

 

Oliver then went on to explain exactly how all these effects were accomplished, using them to 

demonstrate various principles which, when applied, help to make stage magic in particular far 

more magical to watch. He went through the use of sleeving techniques for producing items, and 

showed us a number of holders and clips that can be used around the clothing to make items easy 

to steal and produce. One of these was a simple jumbo paper clip with a safety pin attached to it – 

Oliver explained that this simple apparatus can be easily bent into any shape and so can hold 

various items hidden under the jacket – anything from a billiard ball to a pack of cards. 

 

He also explained how important it is, when stealing items 

from your clothing, that you try to move your body to 

position the item in your hand, rather than moving your 

hand to steal the item. By choreographing your movement 

on stage to achieve this, productions can be made to look 

far more convincing and deceptive. 

 

Oliver went on to talk about the training and care of doves. He has six and each of them is used for 

a particular part of his routines because of their individual abilities. Moving on to demonstrate 

how a number of dove productions are accomplished using dove holders, everyone could see just 

how relaxed the dove was and how much Oliver cared for it. It was a fantastic insight into this 

type of magic that had everyone completely engaged. Some of the productions can also be used 

for other items, such as flowers and so on. 

 

Finally Oliver demonstrated and explained some of his favourite card routines – all packed a 

punch and weren‟t too difficult to master.     

 

Huge thanks go to Oliver for such an entertaining and instructive lecture – one of the best! There 

were loads of really useful techniques and tips to learn from that hopefully will help all of us 

approach our magic slightly differently to make it all the more convincing. 

 

Also at the meeting Adrian led our July mentoring session which looked at the basics of false 

counts with cards – in particular the Elmsley, Opec and Jordan counts that are designed to hide 

various cards in a packet while counting them seemingly very fairly. Everyone that attended the 

session was able to follow along and get themselves to a position where they could practice the 

moves more at home.  

 

If you‟d like to see a video tutorial of the Elmsley count to refresh your memory on how to do it, 

there‟s one I found here – hope it‟s useful: https://rebelmagic.com/card-tricks/elmsley-count/ 

    

 

    

https://rebelmagic.com/card-tricks/elmsley-count/


NEXT MEETING – 4
th

 AUGUST – CLUB NIGHT AND DIXON PREP  

Our August meeting is one of our ever popular open club nights, where 

there‟ll be an opportunity to simply mix and mingle with other members and 

share your favourite routines and effects. If anyone has anything they need 

help with, this is the perfect chance for you to have a chat with people who 

may be able to point you in the right direction. 

 

It‟s also an opportunity to discuss the upcoming Dixon shows. By then 

Adrian should have shared a full roster for each show so people will know which night they‟re 

performing. If anyone would like to rehearse their act with a sympathetic audience, the August 

meeting is the perfect time to do that and we‟ll make sure that there‟s time available for you if 

you‟d like to take advantage of the offer. Do come prepared to run your act – it‟s a great 

opportunity to smooth out any problems.  

 

 

NEXT MENTORING SESSION – BUILDING RAPPORT WITH AUDIENCES  

Our August mentoring session will be a little different! This 

month the plan is to look at a side of magic that doesn‟t get 

discussed often enough – it‟s all about how to make the most 

of your audience. Tracy and Adrian will lead a discussion and 

cover things such as how to approach tables for close up work, 

how to build rapport with people and get them onside, what to 

do if it doesn;t seem that people are interested in your magic, and so on. 

We‟ll talk about opening and closing effects and how to choose the 

right tricks for you.   

 

It‟ll be a different session but hopefully something that you‟ll find 

interesting and useful. As always, the session will start at 7.00 so hope 

to see you there. 

 

 

JOSHUA JAY LECTURE – EXTRA MEETING – PLEASE NOTE DATE & VENUE!!!! 

As you know we have Josh Jay lecturing for us in August – it‟ll be an 

additional meeting mid week and promises to be an incredible highlight of the 

year for us. Josh is only doing 9 lectures on his UK tour and we‟ve been lucky 

enough to get one of them here in Southend. 

 

However, please note that due to Josh‟s other commitments, the date has 

recently changed – it was due to be on Wednesday 21
st
 August, but now it‟ll 

be the next day ie THURSDAY 22
nd

 AUGUST at 7.30. We’re also not 

holding the lecture at our usual venue as it’s already booked. Instead we’ll 

be hosting the lecture at Oliver Tabor’s Red Brick Barn.  

The full address is:  

Shopland Rd, Rochford SS4 1LH – here‟s a map. 

 

We‟re really sorry for the confusion and the need to 

change dates and venue.  

 

„Joshua Jay is coming! From his home in New York, 

New York, where he is on break from his one-man 

Off-Broadway show Six Impossible Things, Joshua 

Jay will be delivering a new lecture for us featuring 

close-up and parlour magic using cards, coins, 

books, wrist-watches, and more.  

 



With only NINE UK tour dates, this is a rare chance to see this American award-winning magician 

astound with his original brand of magic.  

 

Whether you've seen Joshua before or it's your first time, he is widely respected as one of the finest 

performers--and teachers--in magic.‟  

 

It‟ll be an amazing night so mark the date in your diary now – this will be one you definitely don‟t 

want to miss! 

 

 

CLUB SHOWS 

If you’d like to perform at any of our future shows, either with 

close-up magic or as a stage act, then please contact Richard 

Graham on 01268 783202. Rick will also provide details of 

venue addresses, times and directions as required. 

 

Apart from the Royals shopping centre and the Dixon shows 

coming up in August, we have no more club shows in the diary, a 

rarity for us. If you know of organisations that would enjoy a night 

of magic and an opportunity to raise funds, please put them in touch with me. We charge just 

£200 all inclusive to put on a whole evening of both close up and stage magic. 

 

 

NEXT SHOW 

As you know we‟re due to appear at the Royals Shopping Centre for the day on Saturday 3
rd

 

August and some of you have mentioned that you‟d be able to help out, either with some mix 

and mingle magic, or to hand out leaflets to the passers by. The aim is to promote the Dixon 

shows as much as we can in a bid to encourage ticket sales. 

 

I‟ve suggested that we should be there between 10.00 and 4.00, so that means breaking the day 

into three 2 hour slots. I‟ve listed those people who have said they‟d like to help and I‟ve 

allocated time slots in order to make sure that we cover the whole day. Having said that, I know 

some people have mentioned that they‟d be happy to be there for longer than an hour or two, so 

please feel free to turn up whenever you can and stay for as long as you like. As long as you can 

cover your allocated slot, you can be there for as long before or after your allocated time as 

you like – it will be super to have you with us.   

 

If there are any problems with these allocated times please let me know straight away so 

that I can re-organise as necessary. 

 

Thanks so much everyone – your help is really appreciated. This is always a great day out and a 

brilliant opportunity to practice your magic with a non magical audience, so do come along and 

help if you can. Look forward to seeing you there! 

 

Magic         Leaflets – various times 

10.00 – 12.00 

Adrian Fox, Richard Graham, Del Martin, Doug Roden   Gill, Angela, Carol, 

          Audrey, Barbara, Sara 

12.00 – 2.00 

Don Simpson, Tracy Wise, Margaret Wilson, Suzanne Barr, Chris Campos 

 

2.00 – 4.00 

Adrian Fox, Alan Chapman, Thomas Edwin, Brentley Simms 

 

 

 



DIXON STUDIO SHOWS 2019 

Leaflets and posters will be available again at the August meeting 

so please have a think about how you can help to promote the 

shows by placing posters etc in your local shops and coffee places. 

We do need to all pull together to ensure that the shows are a 

success and anything you can do to help would be much 

appreciated. 

 

We still need people to help backstage and with close-up magic. If 

you can offer any help, in any way, please do let me know ASAP.  

 

The names I have for stage acts are as follows (based on emails 

and verbal mentions): 

 

Adrian Fox, Richard Graham, Tracy Wise, Oliver Ward, 

Oliver Tabor, Robbie Wood, Chris Campos & Ryan Young, 

Matty Turner, Finlay Southgate, Don Simpson (maybe), Thomas Edwin (maybe), Barry 

Harvey (maybe) 

 

If your name is on the list when it shouldn’t be, please let me know immediately. Similarly, if 

you want to perform on stage and your name doesn’t appear, please let me know straight 

away so that I can include you when I draw up the rosters for each show. 

 

Tickets for the shows are now on sale at the Cliffs Pavilion box office, priced at £11 and £9 

including booking fees. Please do encourage your family and friends to come along and see one of 

the shows. You can buy them online here: 

https://southendtheatres.org.uk/online/tickets-as-if-by-magic-southend-2019 

      

 

ANNUAL DINNER 2019 

Our 2019 annual dinner and awards evening is confirmed 

for 19
th

 October at the Thorpe Hall Golf Club as per last 

year. Do please note the date in your diary and try to join 

us on the night if you can.  

 

Here‟s the menu: 

DINNER MENU 

Cream of pumpkin soup, pesto oil & rustic croutons 

Cornets of smoked salmon & prawns with marie rose sauce, pickled cucumber & brown bread 

Melon & Serrano ham salad, mixed leaves & balsamic glaze 

*** 

Black pepper & herb crusted beef with Yorkshire puddings & red wine jus, roast potatoes 

Lemon & thyme marinated chicken supreme with a port & leek sauce, roast potatoes 

Grilled seabass fillet with a white wine & chive cream sauce, new potatoes 

Spinach, sun dried tomato & boursin roulade, Provencal sauce, roast potatoes  

Main courses accompanied by seasonal vegetable selection 

*** 

Baileys & dark chocolate torte with crushed amaretti  

Caramelised bread & butter pudding with custard 

Selection of continental cheese & biscuits with grapes & celery 

*** 

Filter coffee & mint chocolates  

 

 

 

 

https://southendtheatres.org.uk/online/tickets-as-if-by-magic-southend-2019


The ticket price has been kept to £30 per head as per last year and with such a fabulous meal, a 

cabaret and raffle etc, we hope you‟ll agree that it represents amazing value for money. Of 

course it‟s also a lovely opportunity for all of us to simply get together for a social night out with 

family and friends; and it‟s the evening where all our competition and other award winners are 

formally recognised and congratulated. Some awards aren‟t actually announced until the evening 

itself, so you never know, you might be one of the winners! 

 

So do join us if you can. Let Tracy know how many seats you‟d like and let her have a £10 per 

head deposit as soon as you can please. 

 

 

CLUB CLOTHING  

These items are now available and you can choose from black polo shirts, printed T-shirts and 

embroidered sweatshirts. We‟ve also got a small number of close-up prop bags as pictured 

below.  

 

Prices for all these great new products are as follows:  

T-Shirts £6;  Close up bags £10;  Polo Shirts £12;  and the Sweatshirts are £15. 

 

 

 

 

FINALLY, AS USUAL, SOME NEW MAGIC TO CHECK OUT 

 

Mentalism/Book Tests       CELEBRITY PRESAGE by Mike Malone and Brett Barry 

Welcome to SvenPad CELEBRITY PRESAGE. We honestly believe this is 

the grooviest book test to be released to the magic fraternity in a decade! 

This is not your granddad‟s book test. In fact, this totally realistic paperback 

of celebrity quotes & stories utilizes a POWERFUL secret 

method, The Perfect Page Numbering System, a devilish newly revised forcing 

system. Combined with our insanely precision paper manufacturing (pages 

cut to 1/32"), you hold in your hands a book test like no other.  
 

Our system allows book page numbers to display sequentially front to back, 

whilst still allowing the performer to cleanly force ANY page they wish in 

real time invisibly & perfectly.  

 

The Celebrity Presage book offers multiple forcing methods, 

multiple reveals, and a killer “V” forcing gimmick created from 

scratch to allow maximum flexibility. For the first time, App creator Marc Kerstein 

exclusively & generously allowed the use of all the force words from his popular 

“WikiTest” to be used in Celebrity Presage. This exciting addition means that WikiTest 

users will be ready to use Celebrity Presage quickly, with no extra memorization needed. 
 

WHAT YOU GET 

The Celebrity Presage gimmicked 130-page paperback book, a V forcing gimmick (forces 

Beyoncé), a 29 Page PDF with written instructions, routines & diagrams, a 30 Minute 

streaming video instruction and access to the SvenPad® secret group.   

 

 



WHAT CAN I DO? 

Your Celebrity Presage book will allow you to: 

Force a page/Celebrity using our new numbering system 

Force a page/Celebrity using Svengali (opening to a page) 

Force a movie title using PPPS or Svengali 

Force a Celebrity name using the new V Gimmick 

Divine one of 9 potential WikiTest words on one or multiple spectators 

Potentially do a drawing duplication 

Reveal the details from a forced celebrity quote 

 

Saturn Magic appear to have the exclusive on this product and it costs £89.99. You can see 

it here: 

https://www.saturnmagic.co.uk/saturn-magic-shop/svenpad-celebrity-presage-by-mike-maione-

and-brett-barry.html 

 

 

Mentalism/Cards                        THE TRICK THAT CAN BE EXPLAINED by Mark Elsdon 

The performer introduces a small envelope and shows that there is a playing 

card inside. He places it on the table and never touches it again. 

 

A participant takes the deck out of the case and shuffles it. They then cut the 

deck and the top card is immediately turned over. It is, for example, the 

Seven of Spades. The deck is turned face-up and cleanly spread (on the table 

or in the hands) to show that there are no duplicates. 

 

The participant opens the envelope and removes the card inside. It is a 

perfect match. There are NO other outs – the card in the envelope is always 

the card they choose. 

 

Alternatively you can have a photo of the card posted on your Twitter feed or other social media, 

or you can message them at the beginning and they check the message at the end. Works 100%, 

Fools 100%. Zero sleight-of-hand and zero memory work. 

 

This effect is available from your favourite magic dealer but Alakazam have it priced at £30 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/the-trick-that-can-be-explained-by-mark-elsdon-trick-thetrick.html 

 

  

Classics                                                 DELUXE RING AND RIBBON by TCC    

Everyone should try and learn some of the classics of magic, 

and this is one of the best. A beautiful, alloy metal ring 

penetrates, crosses, links and unlinks from a silk ribbon! 

Audiences are astounded! 

 

You don‟t need to have knowledge of the basic moves - we'll 

teach you with the video tutorial: "EXIT", which teaches you 

the basic moves through to advanced handling. 

 

Everything can be examined before and after the show. Suitable for most performances, the effect 

is visual and strong. The ring is dazzling! 

 

Includes: Full set of props + exclusive video tutorial: "EXIT" 

 

Alakazam have this item available priced at £39.99 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/deluxe-ring-and-rope-by-tcc-.html 
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Card Revelations                                                                             LIGHT by Mickael Chatelain 

Inside a closed bag sit three poker chips, a participant attempts to decipher 

the colour of the poker chips inside. Once the chips are removed your 

participant and spectators are astonished they are correct. 

 

The magician then explains to the participant that each poker chip has a 

location and the participant now decides which poker chip will go where. 

Astoundingly your participant‟s actions were predicted ahead of time on the 

actual poker chips. To top it off, the poker chips contains a hidden 

prediction which brings Volition Blue Chip full circle proving everybody 

can be manipulated, to the extreme. 

 

No equivocation and no unusual procedures! Extremely easy to perform with a high impact! 

 

Volition Blue Chip can pack a punch in under a minute or perform a hard hitting five minute 

routine guaranteed to floor your audience. Includes: all props provided & HD instructional video. 

 

If this is your thing, you can take a look at it on the Alakazam website where the price is £35 

https://www.alakazam.co.uk/volition-blue-chip-by-joel-dickinson.html 

 

 

 

That’s about it for this month – thanks for reading and look forward to seeing you at the 

next meeting. 

 

If you have submissions, ideas or articles for the newsletter, please pass them on to Adrian 

for publishing. 
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